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Centre for Applied Research and People's
Engagement (CARPE) and Civic Response
Team(CRT)
and
EcoSattva
Environmental
Solutions Pvt. Ltd., we have been working with local
At the

governments to build inclusive and sustainable solid
waste

management

(SWM),

green

cover

management and waste water treatment systems for
five

years.

effective

Sustainable,

use

of

because

resources

we

and

focus

on

on

maximising

resource recovery. Inclusive, because we focus on
dignity

of

labour

for

formal

and

informal

waste

workers and livelihood generation. .
Across all locations where we have implemented our
BOTRAM process for SWM systems transformation,
we

have

formal

witnessed

and

the

informal

invaluable

waste

contribution

workers

in

making

of
our

cities liveable. This has been highlighted during the
global

COVID-19

outbreak.

Across

cities

waste

workers continue to expose themselves to the solid
waste

from

hundreds

of

households

even

as

everyone else focuses on minimising exposure.
As we started to discuss the health and safety of our
teams and our organisation with respect to COVID19,

we

soon

sanitation
partners,

faced

teams

the

and

expect

question

waste

from

-

“what

pickers,

us?”

From

our

first

can

our

on-field
securing

immediate relief and protective equipment for those
that work directly with us, we have expanded our
efforts

to

reach

others

in

the

SWM

sector

and

beyond in Aurangabad, Vaijapur, Rajgurunagar and
Lasur, through the
COVID-19
after

has

CORONA RELIEF INITIATIVE.

opened

immediate

relief

up

difficult

how

will

conversations,

we

reconstruct

enterprises and economies, after the first wave of
support what will help us keep up the momentum,
what

lessons

and

reflections

does

this

situation

demand. We remain committed to delivering datadriven and partnerships-enabled adaptive solutions.

Please join us.

Natasha Zarine & Gauri Mirashi

-
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CORONA RELIEF INITIATIVE AT A GLANCE

7,500

People given assistance to
travel back home

2,315

Families given grocery kits

3,564

Grocery kits distributed

27,786

Kilograms of grains
distributed

12,68,640
Meals assured

3,310

PPE Kits distributed
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GROCERY DISTRIBUTION DRIVE
We launched a fundraising campaign in March 2020, to provide essential
groceries to 2315 families of those engaged in waste picking, sanitation
and

others

Hundreds

who

of

have

people

lost

have

their
come

livelihoods
forward

due

to

to

the

donate

ongoing

and

crisis.

support

this

drive. We are also enabling access to the Public Distribution System (PDS)
and partnering with multiple organisations to provide continued relief to
those in need even with the lock down lifted partially.
One such partnership with

Collective Good Foundation

has enabled

Direct Cash Transfer of 3000 rupees in two installments to 53 waste
pickers*.
Below is a quick snapshot of the profile of beneficiaries we reached out
to and the number of grocery kits distributed to them

Daily Wage Earners - 1939
Waste Pickers - 775
Sanitation Workers- 470
People with Disabilities - 292
Asha Workers - 41
Transgender Persons - 7
We have distributed 3,564 grocery
kits assuring 12,68,640 meals
*The term

Waste Pickers

in this report has been used to refer those working in the informal sector of picking waste and selling it further

to earn a

livelihood. We at CARPE, onboard them at our Material Recovery Facilities and give them a dignified and safe space to work.
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GROCERY DISTRIBUTION DRIVE

Beneficiaries receiving grocery kits as a part of the CORONA RELIEF INITIATIVE

“I had half kg of rice in my home only enough for tomorrow. Though I went
out and collected 2 gunny bags full of waste to sell, nobody was ready to
buy it. I was unable to sleep and worried about what I will eat the day
after tomorrow. God must have sent you. God bless you.” –

elderly waste pickers.

One of the

"You are the only people to have reached out and extend any help to
transgender persons in this time of crisis" -

Reshma
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SURVEY RESULTS OF BENEFICIARY FEEDBACK ON
GROCERY DISTRIBUTION DRIVE
To be able to understand the effectiveness of the grocery distribution drive,
our team conducted a telephonic survey with all the beneficiaries. As a
part of this survey, we were able to speak with 969 beneficiaries and below
are the findings from it :

56%

82%

4/5

49%

64%

Female

Earned

beneficiaries

300INR/day
or less

Average number

Do not have job

Have not been to school

Availed at least one

of family

after the lock down was

or completed

govt. benefit in lock down

members

partially lifted

education till 4th grade

(PDS, Ujjwala, Jandhan , etc)

Kinds of beneficiaries supported

We

the

Corona

grocery

kits

started

distributing

62%

Relief

to

Initiative

Waste

Pickers

by
and

Sanitation Workers at our project locations to ensure
their food security during the lock down. But as the
gravity of the situation worsened, we extended our
outreach to many other. Thanks to our team, we were
able to go out, identify those in need, digitally capture
their location and provide help at the earliest. The
grocery kits were either distributed to suffice a family
of 5 for a month in one or two installments.

KEY CONTENTS OF THE 3,564
GROCERY KITS DISTRIBUTED

86% respondents found that there was nothing essential missing in the grocery kit

0%

25%

50%

75%

Wheat
Rice
Pulses
Tea

100%

90% respondents found all items useful and nothing spoilt

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Salt
Sugar
Oil
Peanuts

Sanitation Kit
Masks
Turmeric Powder
Kids' Kit

61% of the respondents faced challenges with accessing Kirana from the Kirana
stores nearby. Primary reasons stated for these were increase in food prices (34%), entry to Kirana
stores denied for not wearing masks (31%), inability to go to a Kirana store due to police patrolling
(27%). 78% of the respondents have a bank account, 55% of them faced challenges accessing their
bank accounts. 31% stated long lines in the bank and 28% mentioned closed banks as the top
challenges faced by them and 24% were not allowed in the bank without a mask.
Through the lock down,

When all the respondents were asked their preference

746 people felt food security with the grocery kit

between grocery kit in hand or cash transfer in bank
during the lock down, an overwhelming

93%

of the

respondents chose grocery over cash.

658 people prefer food in hand than cash in bank

500 people face challenges while
accessing cash from bank

91%

of the respondents said that they would prefer

472 people don't want to spend the
money on anything but Kirana anyway

grocery over cash with the partial uplifting of the lock
442 people do not get Kirana

down. Those who preferred cash, over grocery during
the lock down, said that they would have used the
cash

to

buy

requirements.

medicines

or

other

non

food

from the ration shop

0

250

500

750

Reasons for choosing grocery over cash during the
lock down
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PPE DISTRIBUTION DRIVE
CARPE has been providing personal protective equipment (PPE) on a
monthly basis to the ~ 600 sanitation workers that we work with directly.
The

sanitation

equipped
the

with

teams

are

effective

front

PPE.

Corona Relief Initiative to

line

warriors

Therefore,

we

and
have

thus
raised

needs
funds

to

be

under

provide PPE to ~ 2800 sanitation workers

in at our project sites. We have also been able to mobilize a community
of volunteers who have been donating masks and face shields for the
waste pickers and sanitation workers.

3310 PPE kits and 2874 face shields distributed

Glimpses from the field as CARPE team and local government authorities distribute PPE to
sanitation workers
“I had half kg of rice in my home only enough for tomorrow. Though I went
“CARPE team provided safety kits consisting of hand gloves, masks and
out and collected 2 gunny bags full of waste to sell, nobody was ready to
hand wash to 137 sanitation workers in my team. I thank CARPE on behalf

Asadullah Khan, Sanitation Inspector,
One of the elderly
Zone 9, Aurangabad Municipal Corporation
8
waste pickers.

buy it. I was unable to sleep and worried about what I will eat the day after
of all our sanitation workers.” tomorrow. God must have sent you. God bless you.” –

#SAYINGTHANKYOU CAMPAIGN
We launched a digital campaign, to create awareness among residents
about the importance of segregation of waste, now more than ever. We
also

encouraged

saying

Thank

residents

You

for

to

their

appreciate

hard

work

these

through

sanitation
the

workers

by

#SayingThankYou

challenge.

SEGREGATE:

your

Dry/Recyclables

waste

and

at

source

Household

into

3

Hazardous

categories
(pads,

-

Organic,

diapers,

masks,

tissues, gloves, blades, etc.)

COOPERATE:

with the sanitation staff. Hold on to your waste until the

vehicle comes to you, do not throw it at street corners under any
circumstances, and finally,

APPRECIATE:

It is essential to respect, appreciate and value our city’s

sanitation staff as much as we value our healthcare personnel.

Residents sharing how they are joining
the movement

#SAYINGTHANKYOU campaign on Facebook

Residents #SAYINGTHANKYOU to sanitation workers by giving them
breakfast on field

Residents distributing face masks to the sanitation workers
on field
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TRAVEL ASSISTANCE TO MIGRANT WORKERS
DURING THE LOCKDOWN
One of the most vulnerable communities hit since the lock-down, is the
community of the migrant workers* . With no salaries and no means of
going back home, thousands of such persons who migrated for work were
walking for days in the hope of reaching their villages. Thousands of such
persons were also crossing Aurangabad city, while trying to reach home
with little to no access to phone chargers, any means of communication,
transport, accommodation, toilets, or new footwear and medical help.
were also been crossing the city of Aurangabad as well.
CARPE

in

collaboration

with

the

Collector,

Commissioner

of

Police,

Aurangabad and a team of local volunteers, took up the task of ensuring
that these stranded migrant workers reach their homes. The process has
been arduous and involved navigating through a lot of paper work, but we
were able to set up systems in place within 3 days of taking up the task
and the result has been that over 3 weeks we were able to send ~

people to their villages in

Maharashtra and other states

.

7500

Glimpses from the field as CARPE team, local government authorities and volunteers enabled
sending stuck migrant workers to their homes
*The term

Migrant Workers in this report refers to those who had to travel back to their home towns from Maharashtra at the

onset of the lock down.
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SURVEY RESULTS OF MIGRANT WORKERS GIVEN
TRAVEL ASSISTANCE DURING THE LOCK DOWN
After helping around 7,500 people go back home after the lock down, we
tried

to

reach

out

to

them

to

speak

with

them

about

their

journey,

challenges they faced through it and what they plan to do in the near
future. Below are some of our findings of the telephonic survey through
which we were able to reach out

87%

>50%

57.7%

23%

71%

Worked in Urban

Only have not been to school

Worked in the construction

Worked with a contractor

Maharashtra before the

or completed education till

sector before the lockdown

before the lockdown

lockdown

4th grade

Have lived in Maharashtra
for over 5 years

1,071 people :

Top reasons to travel back
I lost my job and had no other source of income

69%
38%

I was afraid of contracting the disease

I was unable to pay the house rent

29%

I wanted to be with my family

7%
0%

25%

50%

75%

When asked about the means of transportation used
to travel back,
Shramik Trains,
buses.

48%

of the respondents traveled back with

their families,
and

States people traveled back to

19%

38.5% of the respondents took the
27% people used public and private

31%

traveled back with their friends

traveled

back

alone.

2.8%

of

the

respondents have homes in different states but did
not travel back during the lock down.

When asked about the challenges they faced while travelling back,
face any major challenges,

55.3%

people said that they did not

74.5% said they received support in the form of food. However, 21.2% people

cited no access to transport related information and no money for private transport as a challenge and

12.2% people said they faced difficulties while accessing transport at state borders.

55 64%

63%

55.3%
People and families
have a ration card

22%

of them said they have received

free ration under PM Garib Kalyan Anna
Yojana.
not

44%

aware

of surveyed labor’s families

about

the

scheme

and

its

benefits.

87%

2%

81%
Daily average income before lockdown

People and families
have a bank account

of

the

respondents

family members
bank

account

who
said

and/or

have

they

a

have

Jan

their
Dhan

received

payment in 2-3 installments from central
government.

61% of the respondents said they were quarantined in state facilities
such as schools and hospitals. While 68% of those who had to travel back said they are looking forward
After reaching their hometowns,

to coming back to Maharashtra and begin work again, the most of the remaining respondents
are considering working in farms

(20%) or finding alternate work opportunities in their villages (10%). 11

CONNECTING BENEFICIARIES TO PUBLIC
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Through the CORONA RELIEF INITIATIVE, we have been able to reach out
to over 9,000 beneficiaries of which over 2315 beneficiaries received
support in the form of monthly grocery kits and/or cash transfer over last
four

months.

While

this

initiative

has

been

welcomed

by

many

and

appreciated by all beneficiaries, we understand that with the ongoing
pandemic

and

its

continued

impact

on

many

people,

grocery

kits

distribution by an external organisation is not sustainable and can only
take them so far. It is therefore important to connect people in need with
the Public Distribution System (PDS).

We

surveyed

INITIATIVE.

2,315

beneficiaries

42.2% (976)
required

to

a

part

of

the

CORONA

RELIEF

of them said that they do not have a ration card.

Of these 976 beneficiaries,
documents

as

get

85%
a

confirmed that they have the necessary

ration

card.

Also,

there

are

350

Waste

Pickers and Sanitation Workers who say that they do not have a ration
card. Of these 350 beneficiaries,

82%

confirmed that they have all the

documents required for getting a ration card.

As a first step towards giving them access to the PDS, with the help of the
Collector's Office, Aurangabad, we submitted applications of

124

people.

46 families engaged in waste picking, were issued ration cards
remaining 78 applicants were found to already have a ration

Of these,
and the

. In the coming days, we plan to connect the remaining Waste Pickers

card

and Sanitation Workers get a ration card as well. Below is a glimpse of
the scenes from the field as our team worked with these beneficiaries to
get their ration cards -

Our team on filed gathering relevant details
required for a ration card

Two of our beneficiaries with their newly issued
ration cards
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ROLE OF BOTRAM IN RELIEF AND RESILIENCE
BOTRAM has enabled us to mobilise the relief work swiftly and reach out
to hundreds of families. Below is snapshot of how BOTRAM has helped us
work effectively towards COVID19 relief management at all our project
locations

BOTRAM

OUTCOME
Robust data collection
across stakeholder
groups

RELEVANCE
Access to updated data has
enabled rapid outreach to waste
pickers and sanitation workers
for relief efforts

Baseline
Assessment

Onboarding
and Orientation

Training and
Route Mapping

Resource
Recovery

Awareness
Campaigns

Monitoring and
Maintenance

On-boarding of city
leadership as true
partners and drivers of the
campaign

Coordination and collaboration
with city and district authorities
for relief efforts
No duplication of efforts due to
regular communication

Optimised routes for
100% doorstep waste
collection
Skilled and motivated
sanitation team

Easy adaptation of collection
system to reduce exposure
Clean neighbourhoods even
with reduced waste collection

Informal sector
livelihood generation
and enhancement
Recovery of value from
waste

Functional MRFs during the
lockdown
Stability of work for waste
pickers

Citizen movement for
effective SWM
Media support
Increased awareness
regarding SWM

Easy roll-out of COVID specific
instructions for residents
Ready access to volunteer
network
Appreciation for sanitation
workers

Continuous data captured
& feedback to local
authorities

CARPE team on field
continuing spot monitoring
Sanitation staff feels
supported and motivated to
work during the lockdown
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PARTNERS
Our

partner

together

to

network
fight

has

the

strengthened

pandemic.

during

We

have

this

time

witnessed

as

we

come

government

machineries swing into action and have had an opportunity to work with
them, especially the Municipal Corporations and the Collector's office in
Aurangabad. Our funding partners- Bajaj Auto, CanPack India Pvt. Ltd.,
UNDP, HCCB, Grind Master Machines Pvt. Ltd - have enabled us to create
the multi-pronged Corona Relief Initiative as an evolving response to this
dynamic situation. With our partners NSDC and the trainings conducted in
collaboration with them, we were able to keep the sanitation team ready
to address the challenging times that we all face. Several organizations
such as Haqdarshak, Anna Vachava Samiti, Sahyog Foundation, Kream N
Krunch, Skyzoom Productions, Eagle Owl Foundation and Lipok Social
Foundation

also

joined

hands

to

support

the

initiative,

and

we

are

grateful for this extended family. Donors and volunteers from across the
world have come forward through the fund-raiser and that only motivates
to go on. We are also grateful to journalists, editors and media houses of
Aurangabad for being our partner in this journey and taking our stories
and message to all corners of Aurangabad.
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INDIVIDUAL DONORS
We would like to thank everyone below and the many other anonymous
well wishers who donated and motivated us to keep us going.
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OUR TEAM
The Corona Relief Initiative is our first experience with extensive relief
work.

From

fund-raising,

campaign

design,

designing

and

executing

surveys, kit design and delivery, we are proud of the way our team has
adapted their skillsets and their experiences in the current situation. They
have

done

this

with

humility,

respect

and

of

course

while

taking

all

necessary precautions. Here is a shout-out to our hardworking team!

Vijay

Suresh

Shivaji

Satish

Santosh

Ravi

Rahul

Prashant

Amol

Nadeem

Malhari

Kiran

Jitendra

Balu

Amaan

Prasanjit

Sominath

Reshma

Pooja

Atul

Vrashabh

Natasha

Gauri

Apurva
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MEDIA COVERAGE
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CORONA RELIEF
INITIATIVE AURANGABAD
TO JOIN US IN THIS MOVEMENT,CONTACT US

parikshit@carpeindia.org,9960227837

